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ABSTRACT

The most significant concept of János Kornai’s oeuvre is the shortage economy theory as it was presented
in Anti-equilibrium more than fifty years ago. According to this, modern economies are never in
equilibrium. On the markets of goods and services, the aggregate demand is either significantly higher or
significantly lower than the aggregate supply. This dichotomous model is discussed in the first part of the
paper.

After the collapse of the communist system in 1989/90, shortages disappeared everywhere unexpectedly
quickly. But it was also an unexpected development that the institutions of liberal democracy have not
developed in several countries and/or collapsed after a short period. Regarding Hungary, Kornai issued an
alarm signal at the turn of 2010/2011. He was the first who said that the Orbán regime had turned the
country into an autocracy in barely a year. The second part of the paper examines whether Kornai’s
assertion, shared by many transition-economy specialist, that there are only two political systems (de-
mocracies and autocracies) is adequate for the entire range of post-socialist countries. The author’s answer
to this question is negative.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The most significant and probably the most lasting element of the oeuvre of János Kornai, who
died in 2021 at the age of 94, is the shortage economy theory presented in Anti-equilibrium
(1971) – the anti-mainstream assertion according to which modern economies are never in
equilibrium.1 On the markets of goods and services, the aggregate demand is always either
significantly higher or significantly lower than the aggregate supply.2 There are two possible
states of the economy: either a surplus economy3 or a shortage economy. In what follows, this
feature is called dichotomy.

Kornai’s perception and his new paradigm were met with sharp criticism from the begin-
ning. The critics – firstly Czechoslovak and Polish authors, such as the Vaclav Klaus – Dusan
Triska duo, or Stanislav Gomulka and Leszek Balcerowicz – dismissed Kornai’s thoughts by
saying that there is no duality. In the modern age, there are only well-functioning (meaning:
normal) market economies and poorly functioning market economies. According to this crit-
icism, the so-called socialist economies4 are in fact distorted and fuzzified market economies,
where ultimately there is only one problem: the state manipulates the price system. There is
nothing interesting to see in and/or investigate a poorly functioning market economy, move on.
It is possible to know the source of the problems and how to remedy them.5 This issue is
examined in the first part of this study.

After the regime change in 1989/90, the well-known symptoms of the shortage economy
unexpectedly quickly disappeared everywhere from Albania to Vietnam. But it was also an
unexpected development that the institutions of liberal democracy did not develop in several
countries and/or collapsed after a short period. Yet for many, after the collapse of the Soviet-type
communist systems around 1990, it seemed that history was over (Fukuyama 1989), and on the
international scene, capitalism and liberal democracy no longer had alternatives that could be
taken seriously, that is, one that represents significant political and economic power. Even the
leaders of countries that can be said to be dictatorships or even despotic systems to objective
outside observers call their own system “democracy”. Even the reforms of the People’s Republic
of China were (more or less) included in this picture. And what seemed to be the strongest
argument: after all, in China, Deng Xiaoping’s reforms, whose beginnings are usually dated to
1978, produced spectacular results for three decades.6

Regarding Hungary, Kornai issued warning signals at the turn of 2010/2011: the Orbán
regime successfully transformed the liberal democracy that had been functioning well for two
decades into an autocracy in barely a year. The second part of this study investigates whether

1The author of this study has dealt in detail with this part of János Kornai’s work in several studies over the past decades.
For a list of the most important works accessible in English, see the References.
2In mathematical terms, the functions describing the state of the economy are mostly continuous, but never linear.
3In his first writings Kornai used the expression “slack” interchangeably with “surplus”.
4Throughout this paper I use the term “socialism” interchangeably with the word “communism”.
5Ultimately, this is what the debate about whether it is possible to restore a market economy simply and quickly with
shock therapy was about – and still is in many cases today.
6See Szelényi –Mihályi (2020a) and other the materials of the Acta Oeconomica Special Issue dedicated to the changes in
China under the title “2020 – The Year of China.”, Vol. 70.
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Kornai’s dichotomous view, that there are only two political systems – democracies and autoc-
racies – is acceptable for the entire range of post-socialist countries and/or the countries of the
world in general. The author of this study’s, a disciple of Kornai does not support the view of his
master in this regard.

2. ANTI-EQUILIBRIUM KNOWS TWO TYPES OF EQUILIBRIUM

As we can read about Anti- Equilibrium, (hereinafter: AE) in Kornai’s memoirs, this book is “not
just one item on my publication list. This was the most ambitious enterprise of my entire
research carrier” (Kornai 2007: 197). Still, looking back today, the book did not achieve the
international impact that the author and many enthusiastic Hungarian and foreign readers had
hoped for.

It is true that AE is on the shelves of every large university library, and after its publication,
many reviews, critiques and jubilating articles appeared in leading journals, and it is still
regularly referenced today.7 But the mainstream of our science still considers the criticized
model creation framework, the general equilibrium theory marked by the works of Walras
(1874), Arrow – Debreu (1954), and Debreu (1959) as its professional mother tongue. The
hoped-for paradigm shift did not occur. In 2023, the neoclassical vision is still being taught
at the world’s best economics universities and in Hungary as well that the actors of the economy
always behave rationally, and perfect competition prevails in atomized markets, the demand and
supply processes result in equilibrium in all markets (Pareto-optimum).

Kornai actually claimed much more than that. That economies organized on the basis of
Marxist-Leninist principles and values are a necessary part of the shortage economy, and that in
the absence of adequate individual incentives, these economies generally perform worse in the
long-term than the capitalist market economies in terms of technical progress and productivity.
Summarized in a telegraphic style, Kornai’s most important insight about the socialist economy
was that it cannot and should not be interpreted as some kind of poorly functioning, fuzzed-up
market economy. Both the socialist systems and the market economies had system-specific
advantages and disadvantages (Mihályi 2017a). Thus, for example, all socialist economies were
shortage economies, but since there was also a shortage of labour, unemployment essentially did
not exist. This is a good thing! In the socialist systems, as already mentioned, financial incentives
were weak, but the differences in income and wealth were correspondingly small. As Kornai
himself put it with a witty analogy, you can’t choose between the two systems like in the
supermarket: we only put what we like in the basket. The political structure, ownership relations
and the coordination mechanisms that interweave the economy in a thousand ways essentially
determine everything. If these three main characteristics are present, they determine the other,
less obvious, but equally important features of the system.

In contrast to his colleagues in the West, Kornai’s primary, all-determining life experience
was the existing world of socialism, the lack of goods and services, slow technical progress, etc.
For decades, all his writings were about this. Summarising the experiences of the so-called
“normal” market economies, the neoclassical theory places the concept of balance interpreted

7Narrowing the search to the years 2022 and 2023 on the Scholar Google website, there are AE references of seven non-
Hungarian authors. For a book published more than 50 years (!) ago, this is still an impressively high number.
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as optimum at the centre of the analysis, and claims that all existing economic systems can be
described with the set of concepts developed over the decades. Looking at the world of existing
socialism, Kornai had three objections.

(i) If the economy – by definition – must reach equilibrium after an adjustment process, then
all markets of the socialist economy are also in equilibrium. This contradicted the daily
experience of millions. Socialism was characterized by a lack of goods. What is the neo-
classical answer to this? The socialist economy is not an independent conceptual entity.
There is, therefore, no need for a new theory, new categories. Everything can be implanted
into the existing conceptual framework. Logically, there is nothing wrong with this, you can
still use the categories. Except, as Kornai said on one occasion – perhaps in a private
company, or in a lecture? – on this basis it can also be said that “Summer” is nothing more
than a strongly changed “Winter”. But this is merely a play with the words, which forces us
to use more and more silly concepts.8

(ii) The market of the capitalist economy also is not in equilibrium with respect to all goods,
and it is never in a situation that can be called the social optimum with down to earth
realism. In particular, the definition of the term “normal rate of unemployment” caused and
still causes a recurring theoretical dilemma. Marx already noticed this, Keynes became
world famous because of this, and finally – we can add in 2023 – the sword of Damocles of
unemployment is still hovering over the heads of the macroeconomists of the United States
and Western Europe.

(iii) If the differences between the socialist and the market-type economy are purely of quan-
titative nature and/or only their not very important sub-characteristics differ, then a sellers’
market can be turned into a buyers’ market, so socialism can be reformed. But history
showed that reforms did not bring critical results neither in Hungary nor elsewhere. Despite
of all reform attempts, all Soviet-type socialist economies remained shortage economies. For
a significant number of specialists working in the field of comparative economics, it became
clear that the fundamental features of the Soviet-type socialist systems cannot be reformed.9

Where should we classify China? From 2014 until his death, Kornai devoted a lot of attention
and several papers to the changes taking place in China, for completely understandable reasons,
which we cannot enumerate here for lack of space. In the past, it seemed likely that China’s
unique development path would lead the People’s Republic of China (CPP) also to the path of a
capitalist market economy – as Fukuyama predicted in 1989. However, since Xi Jinping came to
power in 2012, doubts about such expectations have multiplied. How can the multitude of facts,
at least in terms of conceptual categorization, be reconciled, which on the one hand imply that
China has already passed the “point of no return”, i.e., it is no longer a socialist economy, with

8This definition debate formed the theoretical starting point of the disequilibrium school.
9As Kornai (1980) precisely quoted and referenced, outstanding and influential Soviet planning experts like Lev Krits-
man (1925) and Viktor Novozhilov (1926) had already asserted after less than 10 years of experience (!) that in this
regard, the Soviet economy was not reformable. “(I)n the commodity-capitalist economy there is a general slack, and in
the proletarian-natural economy a general shortage.” “The existence of “general overproduction” in capitalism and
“general shortage” in the socialist economy” are the normal states of markets (quoted from Kornai (1980: 29–30).
Using the jargon of computer programming, we can half-jokingly say about both systems: “It’s Not a Bug, It’s a
Feature.”
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the facts that point in the opposite direction, namely that China – despite all the reform
measures – remained a communist system (Mihályi 2017b).

In his study published in 2016, Kornai considered it necessary to supplement the three main
characteristics of the classical socialist system with six secondary characteristics (see Table 1).
Encouraged by this, the author of the present study – and his co-author Iván Szelényi – included
8 more characteristics in the analysis. Based on the together 18 characteristics, we took the
courage to go beyond Kornai’s last writings about China in terms of the strength of our
formulation, and to state that in the summer of 2023, China can be considered a communist
economy rather than a market economy (Szelényi – Mihályi 2021a). Out of the 18 aspects, in
only three cases can we say that the Chinese economy is to some extent characterized by some
characteristic of the socialist and capitalist models (Table 2).

3. HOW MANY TYPES OF GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS SHOULD BE
DISTINGUISHED?

When evaluating the turnaround after the elections that took place in the spring of 2010, in his
first articles, Kornai (2011, 2015) – as these articles focused on Hungarian conditions – stated
that Hungary had turned from a democracy to an autocracy. In other words, Kornai once again
used a dichotomous conceptual pair. However, in his later writings and statements, in which he
tried to provide a comparative analysis valid for the entire world, Kornai switched to a model
that defined three types of political-government forms. First is democracy, second is autocracy
and finally dictatorship. In my opinion, this expansion is still narrow.

I would like to point out that the adjectives “liberal” and “democratic” do not have the same
content. There were and are liberal systems of governments that are not democratic, and de-
mocracies that are not liberal. It is futile to say that countries both A and B are liberal de-
mocracies, but country B is of “lower quality”, or conversely, to say that countries C and D are
both dictatorships, but country D is “not so bad”. Looking at all the countries of the world, we
think it is appropriate to distinguish at least six types of government systems. In our latest articles
– Szelényi – Mihályi (2021b) – we distinguished six types of political forms of rule.

1. Meritocratic liberal democracies admired/envied by many. This can be said of Sweden, En-
gland, Australia and most member states of the European Union.

2. Conservative democracies. In the United States, UK or Japan, which can be called liberal
democracies in many dimensions, the written or tradition-based constitution is on the one
hand a guarantee for social stability, but on the other hand it hinders the exercise of power by
the government that wins the democratic election. See the almost unchangeable, nearly 250-
year-old constitution, or the functioning of the Supreme Court in America, the role of the
House of Lords in England, the social inequalities affecting women in Japan, etc.

3. Illiberal democracies. There are not many such countries, because it is not a stable form of
government. Among the post-communist countries, this definition fits Serbia, Poland and, of
course, Orbán’s Hungary as well. If democracy is, where there are universal suffrage and
regular elections, then the post-2010 Hungary is a democracy. However, if we also take into
account that – according to reports of many impartial foreign observers:
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Table 1. Is China a socialist or capitalist country? (Going beyond Kornai’s ideas)

SIMILAR TO THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM SIMILAR TO THE SOCIALIST SYSTEM

PRIMARY FEATURES (3 PCS)p

The ruling political elite guarantees private
property and market coordination.

YES The ruling political elite (the Communist Party)
enforces the dominance of public ownership

and bureaucratic coordination.

Determining form of ownership: private property. YES Determining form of ownership: state
ownership.

YES An important form of coordination: market
coordination.

YES An important form of coordination: bureaucratic
coordination.

SECONDARY CHARACTERISTICS (6 PCS)p

YES Surplus economy. Buyers dominate the market
for goods and services.

Shortage economy. Sellers dominate the
market for goods and services.

YES There are surpluses in the labour market. The labour market is characterized by
shortages.

YES Rapid technical development; revolutionary
innovations often appear.

Slow technical development. Revolutionary
innovations are rare.

YES High income inequality. Low-income inequality.

YES A hard budget constraint in many places. YES A soft budget constraint in many places.

YES Direction of corruption: mostly the seller bribes
the buyer.

YES Direction of corruption: mostly the buyer bribes
the seller.

ADDITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS (9 PCS) pp

Liberal state, elections have a stake, the
mechanism of checks and balances prevails.

YES Parallel party and state structure, no free and
fair parliamentary elections.

The power of presidents or prime ministers is
limited by rules and competition.

YES One-person governance, succession is always
uncertain.

Ownership is secure. YES Patrimonial property rights, selective
criminalization of oligarchs.

Political parties cannot operate in the workplace. YES The Communist Party is present in every
workplace.

Labour can flow freely (even abroad). YES The flow of labour is limited by rules.

In low- and middle-income countries, a
significant proportion of women do not work.

YES A significant proportion of women work in low-
and middle-income countries.

The national currency is fully convertible. YES The national currency has limited convertibility.

YES Liberalized foreign trade, strong export
orientation.

Closed economy, autarky.

Liberalized farmland market. YES All forms of agricultural land are state property.

Notes: p According to Kornai (2016).
pp According to Szelényi – Mihályi (2021a).
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Table 2. Representation of the six-element model in 16 dimensions (Scale: 1–5 indicating the intensity
and/or the likelihood of the existence of the given issue)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Political 
system

Market economy 
(a), Socialist 
system  (b),  

Religoius/Ethnic 
based regime (c), 
Military rule (d)

Individual 
autonomy, 

right of 
ownership 

and 
protection of 

ownership

The 
importance of 
regularly held, 
free and fair 

elections 

State 
bureaucracy 

constraints the 
freedom of the 

executive 
branch

Respect of 
minorities  
(ethnic, 
national, 
religious, 

sexual, etc.)

Rule of law 
The role of 
brute force  

1

Liberal 
democracy (a) 5 5 5 5 5 0

2 Conservativisn (a) 5 5 4 4 5 1

3

Illiberal 
democracy (a) (c) (d) 3 3 3 3 3 2

4 Autocracy (b) (c) (d) 2 1 2 1 2 3

5 Dictatorship (b) (c) (d) 1 1 1 1 1 4

6 Despotism (c) (d) 1 0 0 0 0 5

8 9 10 11 12 13
Fact-based 

poli�cal 
communica�on 

Right to 
associa�on

Free and fair 
access to the 

media
Poli�cal 
system

Rule of law Family's origin   Charisma

1
Liberal 
democracy

4 1 0
5 5 5

2 Conserva�vism
4 0 1

5 5 5

3
Illiberal 
democracy

2 1 2
3 4 3

4 Autocracy 1 3 1 2 2 3

5 Dictatorship 0 3 2 1 2 1

6 Despo�sm 0 3 2 1 0 0

14 15 16

Poli�cal 
system

Freedom of 
expression

Academic 
freedom

The 
probability of 

eleva�ng 
populist 

personali�es 
to the top 

1
Liberal 
democracy 5 5 1

2 Conserva�vism 5 5 2

3
Illiberal 
democracy 5 3 3

4 Autocracy 2 1 3

5 Dictatorship 1 1 4

6 Despo�sm 1 1 5

The basis of rulers' authority  (∑ = 5)
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� during the past three elections (2014, 2018 and 2022) the electoral conditions had been
tilted in favour of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s government,

� the system of constitutional checks and balances works only to a limited extent, and
� competition in the economy is deliberately distorted by the government (for example by

giving specific interest groups broad channels for rent-seeking10),

then we consider the name illiberal democracy perfectly appropriate. This term, as it is
well-known was introduced by Fareed Zakaria (1997) and which Orbán, in his famous
2014 speech in Tusnádfürdő,11 openly accepted.12

4. There are many autocratic (authoritarian) regimes, which do not even pretend democracies at
all, or only in some solemn declarations, where those in power cheat in the elections and
persecute their political opponents (although the elections still have a certain stake). Today,
Vladimir Putin operates such a regime in Russia, Recep Erdo�gan in Turkey, Narendra Modi
in India or the hereditary rulers of the Gulf Arab countries. This includes quite a few huge
countries with a population of more than 100 million (Indonesia, Pakistan, Nigeria, Ethiopia,
Philippines, Egypt).

5. Obviously, there are ideologically based dictatorships, e.g., China, Iran and Saudi Arabia,
where a single group (party, junta, family) exercises all power in an absolute manner, without
being limited by any law or institution.

6. And what is the worst case: in many countries, for decades and generations of political
leaders, all power is concentrated in the hands of despots with superstitious, uneducated and
pathological behaviour. This is the case in North Korea, Belarus, Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan,
Myanmar and many less important African countries such as, Rwanda or Togo.

If we think thoroughly, we can be surprised to find that there are relatively few illiberal
democracies operating these days. There are several reasons for this.

1. This partly depends on the definition: there is no undisputed dividing line between illiberal
democracies and autocracies. For example, in the already mentioned 1997 article, Zakaria
classified Pakistan and the Philippines as illiberal countries, which perhaps even then would
have been more correct to call autocracies.

2. It is not easy to permanently tilt liberal democracies in an illiberal direction. This is what
Donald Trump learned the hard way as President of the United States. He won the first
election but lost the second.

10For a detailed analysis of the importance of rent-seeking during the time of post-communist transition, see Mihályi –
Szelényi (2019).

11The Bálványos Free Summer University and Student Camp in Tusnádfürdő (Baile Tusnad), in Romania – usually
referred to as ‘Tusványos’ – is an annual large-scale intellectual workshop of Orban’s own party, Fidesz. One of the
most significant attractions of Tusványos is the annual keynote speech by Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán, in
which he talks often in philosophical depth about how he sees the state and future of the Hungarian and world politics,
and where he frequently sets out the main political directions of his government and party.

12Here is a direct quote from Prime Minister Viktor Orbán. “The new state that we are building in Hungary is an illiberal
state, not a liberal state. It does not deny the basic values of liberalism, such as freedom, and I could add a few more, but
it does not make this ideology the central element of the organization of the state, but contains a specific, national
approach that differs from it”. See https://2015-2019.kormany.hu/hu/a-miniszterelnok/beszedek-publikaciok-interjuk/
a-munkaalapu-allam-korszaka-kovetzekik.
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3. The decline of illiberalism is also explained by the fact that it is relatively easy to return to
liberal democracy from this form of government. This happened – for example – in Slovakia
after Vladimír Me�ciar’s 8-year rule.

4. There are several examples of illiberal politics turning into an autocratic system. When
Erdo�gan first came to power in 2003 as a result of the regular elections, he appeared to be
some kind of conservative, democracy-affirming politician. With the support of Greece, he
announced his claim to join the EU. Later, despite this, the Erdo�gan regime openly embraced
autocratic forms from 2014 and gave up his country’s wish to join the family of European
democracies (EU).

Eastern European examples are also important. Almost everywhere we see politicians like
Viktor Orbán, inherently talented, but determined to do anything for their personal goals, while
unscrupulously taking huge risks. But this is not enough to win elections. A “lucky” confluence
of many circumstances is also necessary. Illiberalism did not gain ground in Bulgaria, Croatia or
Romania either, while the political forces that won the election and gained political power for
four years did make several attempts to transform the system in this direction. In the 2021
presidential election of the Czech Republic, there was also a real danger that Andrej Babi�s,
heavily infected by illiberal ideas, would come to power again. But that’s not what happened. In
the second round of the election, Petr Pavel, the openly anti-populist, liberal democratic candi-
date won by a convincing margin. The Polish situation is still very close to the illiberal world of
Fidesz (it has a dispute with the EU about it!), but since 2022 it has pursued a sharply different
policy regarding Russia and the invasion of Ukraine.

In practice, it is thus proven again and again that illiberal democracy is necessarily a fragile
construct. Once it is accepted that the interests of society are seen better by the “enlightened”
state than by individuals driven by their own interests, then in the eyes of many voters, it is
difficult to legitimize the entire institutional system of democracy (“Why are there so many
disputes and bickering?”). Therefore, in such systems there is always the danger that
illiberal democracy will transform into autocracy or dictatorship due to the voters’ indifference
(Szelényi – Mihályi 2020a, b). Let us underscore, however, that illiberal democracy is also a
vulnerable construct, because it is often enough to obtain a relative majority of the mandates
(in some cases only 30–40 per cent), and in such cases victory or defeat may depend on
merely 2–3 parliamentary seats. The case of Hungary is different. After 13 years of illiberal rule,
a reversal, another U-turn, is less likely.

Of course, I am aware that there are no conceptually perfectly fitting, unassailable
classification systems, even if we form not 6 but 10 or 12 groups. Borrowing Goethe’s Faust
eternal phrase: “All theory, dear friend, is grey, but the golden tree of actual life springs ever
green”.
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